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My wife, Mahuya joined the workforce in Kolkata after many years. She didn’t mind a

lower rank and compensation compared to her previous position as head of the

Chemistry department in a college in Bangalore.

She started working again because she found resonance with the idea of this edtech

start-up using a pre-established technology stack to provide quality education far and

wide for a very nominal fee thus helping secure the future of many students.

She hired a driver, Subroto for her office commute. Subroto is a young lad and was

sitting idle.

What is very relevant here is that Mahuya didn’t replace anyone. This is an entirely

new position.



When none of them were working, the income disparity was zero between them, now

with this turn of events, the income disparity has shot up very significantly between

them!

But isn’t this a great thing in this case that Subroto can now put food on the table for

her family and support his sibling’s education when Mahuya started working on this

new role? Because the economic pie increased!

Yes, I do remember some approximate stats from the top of my head.

One percent of the population owns around sixty percent of the total wealth, and the

bottom thirty percent of the population owns nothing as aggregate.



Do these numbers shake me up? I can’t deny it. It makes me heartbroken thinking

about that bottom thirty percent. It is a miracle that a massive social upheaval hasn’t

happened yet. Look no further than the footpaths that have been taken over, your and

my house can very well be next!

So the income disparity issue is real. Even more real is wealth disparity which multiples

itself.

But I wonder why go after that one percent of wealthy people to reduce the gap?



Of course, unless the wealth is ill-gotten and nontransparent. Like I read the other day

that willful loan default in India is around thirty billion dollars, higher than the GDPs of

around ninety-odd countries, an increase of ten times in the last ten years, and ninety-

five percent of that was lent by public sector banks which essentially has my tax money

in it. My blood boiled.

Otherwise, a lot of this increasing income and wealth disparity is bringing many people

like Subroto into a respectable livelihood. So this disparity is good as long as the overall

economic pie is getting bigger and that bottom thirty percent is getting uplifted.



Our daughter, Madhurima works with a global late-stage technology start-up in

Singapore. Once on one of our vacations in the hills of Himachal at the peak of a

winter, she decided to support a local school in different ways not just financially but

also by mentoring the folks on sustainable ways to run the school. In this case, too her

new job created a further income disparity but that enabled few kids in a remote

mountain village to have a much brighter future.

That leaves me. I quit my job. Since then I have hired external trainers for my tennis,

my swimming, and my gym sessions.



So actually here the income disparity grew differently in that sense. All three of them

grew their income while my income stayed at zero. But isn’t it a great thing for them?

Even for me to be able to learn new things?

But I could afford to spend those fees from my nearly a quarter century of working for

the likes of large old companies mostly in newly created roles responsible for

managing global teams. Back then my growing income contributed a lot to the income

disparity. But wasn’t it a good thing to do my bit to put the country on the global stage

generating multiple new employment and improving productivity in origin countries?



So this capitalistic and globalized way is rewarding across the board. During my course

of work, once I stayed in Central Europe. I heard stories from my friends there about

how their parents at the peak of socialist empires would stand through the nights in

extreme sub-zero temperatures only to find the shelf empty when their turn came in

the next morning to get inside the grocery shop. Because there wasn't any incentive

for private entrepreneurship. I heard stories of how people will just line up seeing a

queue and then ask what the queue was for! Commodities were that scarce!

But the income disparity was so little as no one was incentivized to be productive and

earn more!



Didn’t we have similar situations here in our peak days of socialism that we still tend to

gravitate towards?

In the meantime, my friends out there now so rightfully feel very proud of what their

cities and countries have achieved on the global stage through a shift to a meritocracy-

driven capitalistic model. They know the income disparity has grown but the economic

pie has grown very fast too.

I though sometimes used to catch a bother amongst them over a few pints of beer.

They were on things which I used to worry too before and I still worry about this

capitalistic model that the winner takes it all!



That they are all on their own needing to be always super career focused in a very

materialistic and consumerist world. It is not only accelerating climate change but also

really accelerating alienation and early burnouts with them. A far cry from their

parents who bonded as a community and could just fall asleep under a tree on a spring

afternoon.

In this game of career musical chairs, someone every day is losing her or his chair. The

number of these familiar job chairs will further come down drastically with rising

automation while new but limited high-value job chairs will come in. In the process will

make a vast section of people alienated. Going forward, we must do three things.



One, we need to grow the economic pie with every technology intervention and

innovation possible to significantly improve productivity.

Second, we need to build a universal financial safety net funded through this growing

pie.

Last but not the least, we need to create a society where not being in employment is

perfectly okay and not tied to one’s self-worth! It will have to be a socio-political-

religious initiative.

In the meantime, Mahuya has bumped up Subroto’s salary within a month of his

joining but with a rider of proportionate deductions in case of punctuality issues. I

opined that in a productivity model, the base salary is low with high incentives. She

brushed it aside. I will share the outcome in a few months.
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